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Sports Core: The Power Water Workout 
Session 431 IDEA World (Ken Baldwin) 

 
Water is often under utilized as a tool when it comes to a workout and this is probably 
because people and instructors do not understand the properties of water and how 
they change our movement patterns.  In fact water can enhance our sport skills and 
movements and also improve our everyday function for life.  In today’s workout we 
will focus on using the water and some basic tools to increase our core strength to 
translate and feel the moves with power. 
 
Today’s objectives are: 
 

• Define core strength 
• List the properties of water that affect our movement in the water 
• List the similarities and differences between movement on land and movement 

in the water 
• Outline what equipment we will use and how it generates power 
• Identify some basic core movements for sports core and the sports they are 

associated with  
• Implement these movements into a class format that is layered and 

progressed. 
 
Core strength is defined as strength that comes from the engagement of the muscles 
located in the core or the centre of the body and this includes the abdominal pelvic 
and back muscles. These muscles can be used to brace or push the skeleton through 
exercise patterns resulting in the generation of power. Functional movement depends 
on this interaction of muscles and failure to strengthen these muscles will result in 
injuries. Functional movement is responsible for full body movement and this is 
required for sports activity. The core muscles align the spine, ribs, and pelvis of a 
person to resist a specific force, whether static or dynamic. 
 
The properties of water will affect how our core reacts to the sports movements and 
they include gravity, buoyancy, resistance, drag, and speed and lever length. The 
most important of these is gravity and this pulls our body downward from an upright 
position forcing our body to react by stabilizing through the spine hips and legs while 
the muscles work to support the skeleton.  Buoyancy is a property that changes how 
our weight is distributed by applying force or float upwards and also around the core. 
This is dependent on the depth of the water and how much of our body is above and 
below the surface. Resistance is the opposing force that is applied on the core by 
gravity our body and the water and the air passing over us. Drag is defined as a force 
that works in opposition to the direction of movement in this case our body as it 
passes through the water. Speed will combine with gravity and Buoyancy as well as 
drag to affect how our movement occurs and whether this is resisted or fluent. Lastly 
we have our lever length. The longer our lever the harder we have to work due to the 
greater surface area working against these other properties. 
 
So when we take a look at these properties we see that they are the basic properties 
or laws of physics and they apply equally to sport movement on land and in water. 
Gravity however is completely different when applied on land and in water. Although 
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gravity still pulls us down, once our body is immersed in water which has a different 
density to air it becomes either more challenging or easier to move. But make no 
mistake!  Our core will always be working in the water even though the resistance of 
the water and the drag created by our movement will slow us down or speed us up. A 
sports core movement that is done quickly on land creates momentum and speed that 
generates power. But if we have drag and resistance of the water applied to this 
movement, it actually slows the movement down and makes is harder to perform 
even though it is still a power movement. Lever length on land determines our strike 
point and the shorter the movement the quicker it is and more power is generated.  
 
However, if we do the same movement in the water it may still be a power movement 
but instead of it being a fast motion, the resistance and drag components actually 
force the movement to be slowed down. The prime example of this is an aerobics 
instructor who starts out teaching aqua for the first time and they demonstrate an 
activity to their participants at land speed and expect the participants to follow at the 
same pace. We know that this is not possible because of the water and we need to 
modify the way we teach it. This is the same when we jump, run, change direction, 
push pull and rotate. 
 
The last thing we need to address is called “specificity or sports specific” moves. The 
definition of this is recreating or mimicking a move that is specific to that sport. The 
problem is that to do this affectively, it needs to done at the same speed as it would 
be carried out in the competition. However we can break the activity down to a slower 
speed and coach the move from a technique perspective through each phase to 
improve the move. Today we will do this by taking basic moves that are generic to a 
lot of sports and change the angle speed direction and lever length. These will include 
running jumping rotating, push and pull moves. We will work on generating power 
from the core and use the properties of the water to make this a Power workout. 
 
This session can be adapted to using no equipment or if available we can use Noodles, 
Exertubes lex loops and Utratoners and dumbbells. Noodles will affect Buoyancy and 
flotation and will also determine the speed and lever length of the movement. The 
exertubes add resistance to the length of the motion as does the Ultratoners. They 
will also help simulate a sports movement that requires force projection and the shift 
with gravity is controlled by the water. The Lex Loops are specific for the lower body 
and go around the ankles creating resistance when moving in various directions. They 
will definitely impact the speed of the movement.  
 
Now we are ready to take part in sports core power water workout! 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


